


















Antonia Forest’s books about the Marlow family and their neighbours, the Merricks, were published between 1948 and 1982, but cover less than two-and-a-half years in the characters’ lives.​[1]​ Characters born in the 1930s, who experienced the Blitz during London childhoods, fraternize with teddy boys in the mid-1960s and ape punk culture in the 1980s, whilst still (according to the books’ internal chronology) only young teenagers. The novels cover diverse themes: military treachery and espionage; divorce and custody disputes; drugs and youth counterculture; early marriage and step-parenting; animal husbandry and farming; molestation and paedophilia; young people’s sudden death; and the psychological effects of inhabiting ‘imaginary worlds’ such as the Brontës’ Gondal. But these are not ‘problem books’, and Forest is never heavy-handed with the topics. 
Forest was the pseudonym of Patricia Rubinstein (1915-2003), the daughter of Russian-Jewish and Irish Protestant immigrants to England, who was raised Reform Jewish and converted to Roman Catholicism in adulthood.​[2]​  Other than the ten Marlow novels, she only published three books: two historical tales about a Marlow ancestor contemporary with Shakespeare; and The Thursday Kidnapping (1963), an unrelated story. ​[3]​  Her novels have a small but fiercely loyal following, which led to the six ‘non-school’ Marlow books being republished between 2003 and 2005, and again from 2015. Forest has been described as a ‘neglected genius’, and Victor Watson comments that her general disregard by critics is as egregious as though reference to Jane Austen had been as completely erased.​[4]​ He calls the refusal in the 1980s to republish the books on the grounds that they were then unfashionably upper-middle-class the ‘worst publishing misjudgement in the history of children’s books in Britain’.​[5]​ 
The theme of religious belief occurs with increasing frequency and depth as the series progresses. Most of the younger Marlows are distinctly impious. Lawrie, the youngest, remains unashamedly ignorant of basic tenets of Christianity despite mandatory regular chapel at school; she refuses to accept that Jesus was Jewish, and does not realize some people believe the New Testament narratives to be literally true.​[6]​ In contrast, her sister Ann, a kind of evangelical Anglican, goes to extra services voluntarily and emerges looking ‘gay and recollected’; and Patrick Merrick (the neighbour’s son, a close family friend and romantic interest for Ginty Marlow) is a resolutely pre-Vatican-II-Catholic who abhors the ‘holy pop’ used in the student-led services at his Catholic school, and what he considers the evisceration of the traditional Mass via the move to vernacular language.​[7]​ The Merricks have remained Roman Catholic ever since the Reformation, and the present-day Merricks continue to host illicit Tridentine masses at their home. The long history of British anti-catholicism, without precluding twentieth-century friendships and membership in upper-class English society, is implicit in the children’s interests and loyalties, which include Nicola’s passion for the British Navy in the Napoleonic era (at war with Catholic France and Spain, and an institution which excluded Roman Catholics from serving), and Patrick’s identification with England’s Catholic martyrs and the Royalist cause in the Civil War. At school, twins Nicola and Lawrie are also close friends with a Jewish pupil, Miranda West, whose exclusion from the school’s traditional practices (discussed below), leads to significant discussions of the differences and similarities between Christian and Jewish beliefs.
Unsurprisingly, given their setting in sixteenth-century England where religious profession and apostasy were high on the agenda, Forest’s historical novels The Player’s Boy and The Players and the Rebels are far more explicit in their engagement with religious themes. These have been discussed elsewhere.​[8]​ In this paper I focus instead on three novels set in the mid-late twentieth-century – The Thuggery Affair (1965), The Attic Term (1976) and Run Away Home (1982) – in order to argue that Forest’s treatment of religion therein testifies to her belief that teenagers are adept at managing the emotional complexities bound up with adherence to and rejection of both traditional and esoteric forms of belief, practice and identity. This involves not just religious observance, but also the complexities of negotiating competing identities. I suggest that these negotiations of religious identity, alongside other facets of character, echo common themes in Victorian and Edwardian children’s literature, while marking some distance between Forest’s works and contemporary British novels for children from her period. 

II. ‘NOT SOMETHING I’D EVER DREAM OF DYING FOR’

In Forest’s Marlow novels, traditional authority figures (including Lewis Foley, naval officer-turned-traitor; ‘Uncle Gerry’, child-abductor; Giles, the older brother whom Nicola has always hero-worshipped but whose judgement is questionable at best; and the headmistress and teachers at Kingscote, whose guidance sometimes does not serve their charges well) make irrational choices and cannot always be trusted. The same holds true with questions of religious belief and identity, where it is Forest’s less staunch and conventionally Christian and Anglican characters who are invariably drawn as the most sympathetic and thoughtful. Notwithstanding her generally areligious bent at the outset of the series, Nicola, who says that faith is ‘not something I’d ever dream of dying for’, becomes increasingly fascinated by Patrick’s unembarrassed beliefs. ​[9]​ The scenes in which she and Patrick, and (elsewhere) Rowan and Patrick discuss the challenges of association with an institution which appears to have lost faith with itself are among the most emotionally and theologically sophisticated in English-language children’s literature. John Rowe Townsend claims in the first edition of Written For Children (1965) that, although End of Term introduces awkward issues surrounding Jewish Miranda and Catholic Patrick, it makes little of them:
Cheerful references to ‘your lot’; chats about Confession and the rival efforts of Bluff King Hal and Bloody Mary, and an imaginary bartering of English cathedrals do not really get us far with the problems that arise between Anglicans and Catholics.​[10]​ 
This is not quite fair; in fact, they go further than most other mid-twentieth-century British naturalistic children’s novelists. British fantasy literature for children – as this special edition makes clear – has been and remains profoundly concerned with questions of religious faith and identity. This is not, however, equally true of more realist genres, including the mid-late twentieth-century school story. While British writers of the period did explore the cultural, political and social implications of religious identity, as in Joan Lingard’s 1970-1976 series of Belfast novels about a romance between Catholic Kevin and Protestant Sadie, or Jan Needle’s 1978 novel about a white working-class boy and his friendship with a Muslim peer, My Mate Shofiq, these fictions, and their protagonists, are not primarily concerned with faith. Forest, like her contemporaries Robert Westall, Aidan Chambers, and William Mayne, is unusual in the authorial treatment of religious commitment as a non-pathological and often incidental aspect of identity: religiosity is often low-key, not someone’s defining characteristic (and, in Forest as in Westall and Chambers, characters themselves are ready to dismiss overt religiosity as ‘weird’).​[11]​ In none of them but Forest, however, is the nitty-gritty of religious observance and its implications dealt with so pragmatically.​[12]​ Townsend ignores End of Term’s thoughtful passages about devotion to saints, the gospel narratives’ historicity, and (notably) the essential core common to Protestant and Catholic Christianity. The fact that protracted religious discussions in the books do not collapse into self-indulgence on Forest’s part testifies to her lightness of touch. Townsend is right that ‘these excursions into difficult territory’ are not Forest’s main or only strength; nonetheless, that she makes them at all renders her a far more interesting, challenging writer for children than many others of the twentieth-century school-story genre into which she is often, inadequately, corralled.​[13]​ Few other children’s writers in this genre would dare describe a character’s singing as evoking ‘the ultimate solitude of God’.​[14]​
	Hilary Clare believes it is precisely because Forest’s best-known books are ‘only school stories’, out of favour during the 1970s and 1980s, that she is so overlooked.​[15]​ Yet her Marlow novels, precisely because of their strong interest in religious themes, can be read as an important continuation of an earlier, primarily Victorian, school story tradition. The Victorian era saw a plethora of stories about children’s education, whether at home or in school, in which religious piety was central, many from explicitly evangelical presses.​[16]​ By the early twentieth century, however, overt religion was out of vogue in naturalistic children’s fiction, even from publishers of Sunday School prize-books; religion is largely absent from the school stories of such prolific writers as Enid Blyton (1940 onwards) and Angela Brazil (1906 onwards), let alone – except as another object of the characters’ ridicule – Anthony Buckeridge’s comedies (1950 onwards).​[17]​  It is an important theme in Elinor Brent-Dyer’s Chalet School books (1925 onwards), but in much less subtle or dynamic form than in Forest: theological imagination is discouraged, and religious curiosity must be developed along specific, albeit ecumenical, lines. 
	Forest, unlike Brent-Dyer, is never tediously didactic; her novels consistently question the reliability of institutions and authorities, and her most sympathetic characters remain flawed and inconsistent. Her sensitive handling throughout the Marlow novels of the tensions caused by divided allegiances – including questions about fidelity to one’s professed and sometimes marginal religion versus loyalty to family or school custom – echoes that in well-known Victorian school stories such as Thomas Hughes’ Tom Brown’s Schooldays (1857), and F.W. Farrar’s St Winifred’s (1862) and Eric, or Little by Little (1858). Her depiction of a large family also evokes the long families of Victorian and Edwardian novels, like E. Nesbit’s (noticeably agnostic) Bastables, but also, in the USA, Louisa May Alcott’s devout Marches. And Forest’s exploration of the negotiation of religious identity alongside other expectations is reminiscent of Charlotte M. Yonge’s enormously popular novels (also, notably, featuring many-child families), including The Daisy Chain (1856), as well as books by Elizabeth Sewell. It is significant that a copy of The Daisy Chain is found in the Marlows’ attic by Karen’s stepdaughter, Rose, in The Ready-Made Family: Nicola considers it too babyish, but Rose devours it.​[18]​ Like Ethel in The Daisy Chain, Forest’s Rose finds comfort in performing ‘goodness’ at a time when her family life is precarious; but Rose more than Ethel has to transgress her habitual quiet virtue in order to find her ‘salvation’ (her realization, after running away, that her mother really has died, and her subsequent reconciliation with her father). Ethel, conversely, has to give up her recalcitrant nature, and come to accept that a girl’s destiny is obligation to church, charity and family. In Yonge and Sewell, and their contemporaries Harriet Mozeley and Jean Ingelow, as in Brent-Dyer, development of religious identity becomes a proxy for the broader development of adult responsibility (especially duty over wilfulness, via the cultivation of appropriately-attuned conscience); in Forest, whilst independence of thought is valued – as in her characters Tim and Miranda, both of whom exhibit critical approaches to faith – it is less clear whether established religion can satisfactorily be a locus for character development. It is certainly no substitute. 
Other critics have largely preferred to ignore the existence of Forest’s treatment of religion.​[19]​ Watson is one of her most vocal proponents, calling the account of Nicola across the books ‘the fullest and sharpest representation in English children’s literature of a child’s development, her growth in self-understanding and autonomy, the firming-up of her sense of integrity and ability to judge others’​[20]​ – but even he does not sufficiently consider how religious concerns play out. Nicola’s character cannot be separated from her fascination with ritual and tradition any more than from her obsession with the Navy, even if she defers to classmate Jean Baker on matters theological (‘‘The Dayspring’s the morning star’, said Jean. ‘It’s a sort of––well––prophecy of Christ. And Lo! Spring is here means Christ too, I think. I mean, if you think of all the time after the Fall as winter’’).​[21]​ Watson comments that Forest’s complex account of ‘social right and wrong’ (my emphasis) shows it to be motivated by mixed internal and external catalysts, but I suggest this is true more specifically of her portrayal of religious sensibility too. ​[22]​  
I now turn to vignettes from three novels which highlight something of Forest’s approach to religious identity and belonging.

III. THE THUGGERY AFFAIR

The Thuggery Affair is often cited as readers’ least favourite of the series, possibly because of its somewhat impenetrable youth-culture argot. However, its climax is unexpectedly theologically complex, perhaps as much to some readers’ consternation as to Peter Marlow’s embarrassment (Peter ‘could rise before dawn to watch the morning flight, but found it impossible to rise as early as two hours later in order to go to church’).​[23]​ Peter, Patrick and Lawrie become entangled with a violent gang, the ‘Thuggery’. Attempting to uncover evidence that they are drug-smuggling, Patrick finds himself alone with the aggressive older boys. One, Kinky, is accidentally but fatally stabbed. Patrick finds himself acting almost involuntarily: 
[Patrick] walked outside and saw a boy lying in the shaft of light. Kinky gazed up at him, trying to raise himself. 
He had seen that look of bewilderment once before, at a point-to-point: in the eyes of a mare with a broken back who couldn’t understand why her legs no longer obeyed her. ‘Wha’ happened?’ muttered Kinky. ‘Wha’s got me?’ 
Patrick, crouched beside him, said automatically ‘Don’t try to move. You’ll be all right in a minute’ and knew as he spoke that these were stupid words to say. At the same time his hand found an inexplicable thing to do. It went into his pocket and found his rosary where it lived in its case along with his penknife, a tangle of string, a stub of pencil and similar objects. He put the rosary into Kinky’s hand and Kinky grasped it and his hand together.
‘Wha’s got me?’ muttered Kinky again and lay gazing up at Patrick. Patrick swallowed, crossed himself and stayed beside him crouching.​[24]​ 
The references to the ‘shaft of light’, and Patrick’s instinctive reactions, both hint at divine presence transcending the bald surface facts of the scene. Something, or someone, has ‘got’ Kinky: it is unclear whether he is merely coming to understand himself as grievously wounded prey, or experiencing himself as clasped by God. As Kinky attempts to ‘raise himself’, Patrick is aware that this is beyond both their powers, and turns to hope in another resurrection. 
At the end of the book Peter’s discomfited circumspection about religious profession is cringingly evident, but he eventually manages to tell Patrick that Mrs Marlow found Patrick’s rosary in the dead Kinky’s hand and called the Roman Catholic parish priest just in case:
‘I said I didn’t see what use it was by that time, but she wouldn’t listen, natch.’
‘Natch. So?’
‘So she rang him up––Father Hunt, I think she said his name was––’
‘Yes, go on.’
‘Well, he was a bit stunned to begin with, apparently, never having seen [Kinky] at Mass or anything, but then he came to and said everyone was entitled to the benefit of the doubt and came buzzing over. And I don’t know what happened then––I wasn’t there, natch––but Ma stayed.’ Peter hesitated. ‘I think she was rather––moved, if you know what I mean. Anyway, I thought you’d probably like to know.’​[25]​ 
Here, faith simultaneously embarrasses and baffles Peter, alienating him from Patrick, the close friend with whom he shares culture, class and background, and highlights Patrick’s common identity – ultimately transcending their divisions – with working-class Kinky.​[26]​ Patrick’s earlier association of Kinky with a dying mare might be read as condescending in class terms; yet I understand it not as reducing Kinky to sub-humanity, but acknowledging the common vulnerability and creaturehood before God that Kinky, the horse, and Patrick himself share.
	The end of The Thuggery Affair involves a fatal car crash, an all-night vigil with Latin prayer, discussions of the technicalities of Purgatory and deathbed confessions, and reflection on the futility of lying to an omniscient deity (or, just as crucially, to oneself).  For its time it is extraordinary in its theological complexity and depth, yet appears less so when compared with the intense moral self-flagellation which many of Yonge’s adolescent characters undergo. Here as elsewhere, Forest revives discourses of religious belief and character development more explicit in pre-twentieth-century novels, and, in demonstrating their resonances with distinctly twentieth-century concerns, shows that these are less absent from contexts often envisaged as increasingly secularized than we might suppose.

IV. THE ATTIC TERM

Although Forest found that her father’s Reform Jewish faith ‘struck no roots’ and converted to Roman Catholicism, Jewish Miranda West is one of her most striking and attractive characters.​[27]​ Miranda notes in End of Term that she has encountered people who will not invite her to tea on the grounds of her Judaism; teacher Miss Kempe insists it would be inappropriate to include Miranda in the school nativity play because some of the audience would take exception. A sixth-form student (and Miranda’s object-of-desire), Janice Scott, protests,
‘I can’t see what they think they’d be being so outraged about if they did know, anyone’d think the leading angel turning out to be Jewish was like the Oberammergau Christ turning out to be the district’s leading Nazi—if that’s true—that he was, I mean—’
Miss Kempe groaned loudly and put her head in her hands. ‘I can’t start arguing the metaphysics now. The thing is, however illogical it may be, there are people who would mind.’​[28]​ 
The explicit reference to Nazism, just fourteen years post-World War II, is a reminder of the freighted notion of Jewish and other religious identities in the era. Kingscote School – as proxy for England – ostensibly welcomes those, including Jews, explicitly driven from elsewhere; yet, as Miranda demonstrates, this does not always cash out happily on the ground.  
Given that Miranda is, after all, accidentally included in the nativity play ‘and no one hurled thunderbolts’, pragmatist Tim decides in The Attic Term that Miranda should participate in the next year’s Christmas offering too.​[29]​  In an echo of Miss Kempe, Miranda objects that this is bound to upset people (though it is never clear quite who). This is one of several occasions on which Miranda is shown as acutely conscious of not upsetting other people by her involvement in nominally Christian school events. Miranda’s grandfather was an Orthodox Jew and her mother is ‘madly much a Zionist’, but Miranda, though theologically astute, seems unworried about compromising her faith (noting that although Jews have rules for ‘practically everything’, ‘once you start not being orthodox, you don’t keep them. More or less, it comes down to not eating ham sandwiches’).​[30]​ 
	Miranda tells Tim about an aunt who ‘absolutely shattered the family by becoming a Roman Catholic’ and is now ostracized by Miranda’s mother. (There are shades here of Forest’s own experience, though she did not go as far as taking religious vows.) As Miranda comments:
‘Ever since she apostatized and went into her convent, apparently she’s tried terribly hard to convert my papa too. But now that’s quite stopped and she’s on about the new––insights, I think the word is––and separating myth from reality, and Christ only being the Son of God in the sense that he was a very good man. And at that rate, my papa says, she’s practically back where she started, and what a waste of all that family huha––––’
‘I couldn’t agree more––––’
‘No, but don’t you see what I’m getting at? If that’s how even some Christians see it now, mightn’t it happen in the end that what they believed was our thing?’​[31]​ 
There are hints here at a conviction that revisionist Christianity loses its particularity altogether. Indeed, although it is a cliché that converts make fervent believers, for Forest devotion must be wholehearted. Crucially, however, this does not mean pandering to institutions for institutions’ sake; Patrick, Forest’s mouthpiece (she said herself that Patrick’s views on Vatican II were her own), makes clear to his loathed teacher that even the Pope is wrong about the new vernacular Mass.​[32]​ In a letter, Forest wrote of an acquaintance, a nun, that ‘I’d have got to know her better and corresponded longer if it hadn’t been for Vatican II. She felt that one must be obedient and conform and, as you know, I didn’t – don’t’.​[33]​ To Forest faithfulness means obedience to revealed truth, even when the authority which purports to mediate it has moved on. For a Catholic, this is a strikingly Protestant position.  
	Elsewhere in The Attic Term, Patrick admits he sometimes feels the Church ‘is one stupendous con and always was’. He confesses his jealousy of Nicola who is ‘certain the whole thing’s bunk’ – which she refutes. Nicola cannot bring herself to identify herself as a ‘conscientious objector’ who can therefore be excused school chapel; such explanations would constitute ‘holy show-off’.​[34]​ There is an interesting dichotomy in Nicola: she considers faith private, but is attracted by the idea of belonging to a group with a tradition and history, especially a threatened one. Nicola’s spirituality tends to be roused only by things she considers ‘real’: her sense of the numinous while singing solo in Wade Minster, or the discovery of a carved hawk concealed behind a pillar, which she concludes (approvingly) may be a private (unostentatious) devotion by the mason.​[35]​ In this, Nicola exhibits something of the horror of ‘showing-off’ also found in Yonge, whose characters’ religious experiences tend to be processed quietly and privately: though, as Susan Colón holds, such reserve is more than merely a ‘personality trait’ of Yonge’s characters, and fits with her specifically theological Tractarian aesthetic.​[36]​ Indeed, most of the Marlows loathe histrionics or posturing, tending to exclude over-pious Ann (and, to a lesser extent, vain Ginty); even their devout French Catholic grandmother, Mme Orly, comments of Ann: ‘There is a great difference between the quality of goodness and the quality of holiness’.​[37]​
	Patrick, like Forest herself, believes integrity is constancy. Change feels like a betrayal and shakes his sense of self. He makes abundantly clear why he considers the post-Vatican II liturgy so inadequate:  
‘I should think it must sound demented … Only––what’s called the Mass now––it’s had practically everything done to it by our people that Cranmer did to it at the Reformation so that the Mass should be destroyed … And it’s not just that the new liturgy is Protestant and feeble past belief. It’s that––well, at the Reformation, when Pius the Fifth and his lot pulled the Liturgy together, he said that’s how the Mass would be, now and forever. No priest could ever be compelled to say it differently and anyone who tampered with it would be anathema––excommunicate–––’
‘But they have altered it––––’
‘Yes. So now they say, Ah well, but natch forever was never meant to mean forever. That was just a way of putting it–––– … But if the Church is divinely instituted––not just another kind of human tribal thing––then forever should be for ever and no equivocating.’​[38]​ 
Despite this seemingly hardline attitude, however, he can also treat faith jokily, even flirtatiously in his illicit conversations with Ginty; he is unselfconscious about his belief that lighting candles is simultaneously superstitious and efficacious. 
Although Patrick disapproves of and is amused by ‘do-it-yourself’ theology, his moral compass is surprisingly flexible: sex should take place only with someone one cares for – or in exchange for money.​[39]​ Forest’s own attitudes to sexual morality were evidently not uncritical ciphers of official Roman Catholic teaching: the modern and (especially) the historical Marlow novels demonstrate acceptance of the reality and non-pathology of homosexuality (surprisingly openly, given their publication dates). But she cited her reason for becoming Roman Catholic rather than Anglican in 1947 as the fact that ‘the Roman Catholic church had apparently no doubts about its teaching’– and in this is perhaps like Patrick, who wants one-hundred-per-cent certainty in others despite knowing that he cannot expect it in himself. ​[40]​  

V. RUN AWAY HOME

Religiosity is, in Forest, no easy shorthand for those with whom one should (or should not) identify. The last completed book, Run Away Home, shows up churchgoing Ann as unsympathetically legalistic in her siblings’ eyes. Edward Oeschli, a children’s home runaway, is trying to escape to Switzerland to be reunited with his father, his mother having kept him in England against his will. The siblings, with the notable exception of Ann, agree that, though strictly illegal, helping Edward evade the authorities is morally the right thing to do:
Ann said, ‘But surely if you [Giles] were going to help anyone, it should have been the man [who tried to detain Edward at the railway station]?’
‘No, why? A full-grown man, in as much prime as he’s likely to see, he should have been able to cope with one little lad.’
‘Yes, but it was the man who was in the right––’
‘You mean he had the law on his side.’
‘It’s the same thing.’​[41]​ 
Ann is unwavering about not only the law of the land, but about what she perceives as religious and familial duty. Mrs Marlow has to go to France unexpectedly to be with her elderly mother, so the siblings decide that, rather than attempting a pale imitation of a normal family Christmas, they will break with tradition altogether by picnicking on the beach. Ann, however, is immovable:
‘But we can’t,’ said Ann. ‘It’s a nice idea, but it’s just not possible.’
‘Why ever not?’
‘Because it’d mean missing Matins. And we must be here in case Mummy phones’... 
‘If I’ve been to Early Service,’ said Giles, ‘I reckon I’ve done my duty by God and the Vicar’ … 
 ‘That’s all right,’ said Ann. ‘I’ll go to Matins and have dinner here. And then if Mummy does phone––’
‘Oh, Ann, honestly! That sounds too depressing for words!’
‘I’d rather, though, really. If I came I’d be wondering if Mum was trying to get through and worrying if no-one answered.’
‘You don’t think our relatively intelligent Mama would reckon we’d gone for a walk or a drive or whatever?’
‘Not if it was at a time we ought to be here. But you all go. I don’t mind staying, honestly.’
This, though probably true, still sounded over-virtuous, and her siblings eyed her with varying degrees of exasperation and distaste.​[42]​ 
Watson notes that ‘truth to others and to oneself [is] … a centrally unifying theme throughout the series’, but Ann’s version of truth and propriety is clearly alienating and considered sanctimonious by the other characters. ​[43]​  
	Ann’s inflexibility recurs elsewhere. Nicola has arranged with Patrick to go and hear the Latin Mass in the Merricks’ chapel, and asks to borrow Ann’s bicycle. Ann, who usually falls over herself to be generous and unselfish with her time and possessions, demurs:
‘I know I can’t stop you. But I won’t lend you my bike to go.’
‘Why ever not?’ said Rowan. ‘Why should you care?’
‘Bearing in mind,’ said Giles, ‘that we have a grandmother who turned R.C.’
‘It’s not because it’s R.C., of course not,’ said Ann, paeony-cheeked. ‘But it won’t be the liturgy they have now. If Nick wants to go, she ought to go to the new one, the one that’s like ours.’
‘But I don’t care about the new one. I want to know what the real one’s like.’
‘But that’s the one that divided us––’
‘We were the ones who divided––’
‘I suppose that’s what Patrick says––’​[44]​ 
Ann is shocked to learn, from Rowan, that ‘when old Ramsay does his duty by the A.S.B., first Sunday of the month, our Mama cuts Matins and goes to evensong instead’.​[45]​ Ann is a modernist low-churcher, so is not against the Alternative Service Book per se; she likely disapproves of missing church merely because one dislikes the liturgy. ​[46]​ This exchange also demonstrates Ann’s unease about the Merricks’ loyalty to what she considers a divisive, partisan Catholicism; for Ann, unity and common ground are key theological and social goods to be preferred over what she deems esoteric, marginal convictions. In her way, she is as devoted to tradition as neo-Recusant Patrick or Nelson-worshipping Nicola, but in Ann this manifests as loyalty to twentieth-century Anglican Christianity in the process of changing cultural gears: to (what Ann would likely term) relationship over ritual.       

VI. FINDING ONE’S PLACE

Margot Louis holds that religion in Forest’s books is ‘chilly’, ‘painfully and exhaustingly solitary’, offering ‘no consolation or comfort’ to adherents.​[47]​ I disagree: admittedly Ann and Patrick are ostracized to some extent; even Nicola and Rowan, with only inklings of religious feeling, voice it reluctantly. But for both Ann and Patrick, faith affords its own comfort: namely, belonging to a group that is not necessarily the one with which one is expected to identify. Ann is unpopular and nervy with her siblings, but well-liked and competent at school and Guides, bolstered by church and extra chapel. Patrick is at variance with his school’s religious and educational climate, but finds courage and commonality among the traditionalist Catholics who visit his home from miles around. If their Christianity is indeed sometimes ‘harsh, noble, unconsciously lonely’, it is also identity-bolstering precisely because they are unusual among their immediate community (in Ann’s case, her family) and must find kinship elsewhere. ​[48]​ It is not insignificant that, in both cases – and in Forest’s characterization of Nicola’s obsession with Nelson and the Navy – something often assumed to be rooted in the past bolsters identity. Here there are echoes of other twentieth-century children’s novels (this time, inevitably, including fantastic elements) in which characters find comfort and stability in the past precisely because it is not available to them in currently strange presents. For Lucy M. Boston’s Tolly (lonely for playmates in The Children of Green Knowe (1954)), Philippa Pearce’s Tom (quarantined and missing his brother in Tom’s Midnight Garden (1958)), Penelope Farmer’s Charlotte (an orphan new to boarding school in Charlotte Sometimes (1969)), and Helen Cresswell’s Minty (sent away from her ill mother in Moondial (1987)), it is the fact that the past contains its own horrors that allows the characters eventually to make peace with and find their place in their disrupted presents.




Throughout the Marlow novels, Forest drives home that character and virtue are universally-cultivable values, and emphasizes the extent to which religious belonging (and alienation) is frequently as much about familial and cultural ties, and disposition, as about individual assent to a particular set of doctrines. Nonetheless, her characters also exhibit a specifically theological adeptness which is almost unparalleled in contemporaneous novels for children, chiming far more closely with works of an earlier age. That Forest’s characters are believable as twentieth-century teenagers despite this unusual propensity may seem miraculous, yet it indicates the craft by which she creates individuals whose religiosity is only one facet of their persona. If religion in a novelist like Brent-Dyer borders on platitudinous, Forest rejects easy answers or magic fixes in this area as in so many others. Some characters, like Nicola and Esther Frewen, grow and change through their personal struggles. Some, like Lois Sanger and Marie Dobson, remain resolutely non-redeemed, apparently by their own choice. Forest shows that journeys based on negotiations of conscience, virtue and – sometimes – specifically doctrinal convictions continue into an age of rapidly shifting social and cultural norms. 
	If Forest’s characters more or less successfully ‘find their places’, her readers must do so too. Watson holds that part of the success of the best children’s writers lies in their capacity to portray humanity in a way manageable for young people ‘without sentimentalising or patronising’, ‘without diminishing the quality and complexity of human experience’.​[50]​ Does Forest succeed? She expected a lot of her audience, and Watson fears, ‘To most young readers today, Antonia Forest’s exploration of questions of faith and commitment – especially Patrick’s views of changes in the Catholic Church – will seem like gobbledegook’.​[51]​ Shell disagrees, characterizing Forest’s portrayal of Catholicism as gently catechetical: ‘Religion is one area where she never takes the reader’s knowledge for granted’.​[52]​  Forest’s skill is, I suggest, to present a broad enough moral landscape that readers of a range of persuasions may find their place in it. She ‘stands back and lets her characters make up their own minds’– which gives readers the liberty to do the same.​[53]​ Readers are left in no doubt that honesty, courage, kindness and loyalty are to be pursued and upheld regardless of religious persuasion, and that whilst doctrinal specificities are not unimportant, dogmatic certitude does not inherently equal good character. Indeed, Forest makes clear that growing up is about coming to accept the flaws in others. In the novels, it is this that is redemptive. The ‘community’ to which all her characters must come to ‘belong’, finally, is one in which, rather than professing a particular doctrinal position, they understand the complexity of adult morality, and the compromised and compromising morality of responsibility to institutions, including religious institutions, and to themselves. 







^1	 I am very grateful to Kirstie Blair for her valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper.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